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Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this policy manual is to provide a working document that describes the details of the 
roles and responsibilities of the VP of Research and Projects of the International Society of 
Biomechanics in Sport (ISBS) and give an overview of the current (2015) programs.  The VP of Research 
and Projects is a member of the Executive Council and Board of Directors of the ISBS, and is elected 
for a two-year term. 

Project and Research Committee 

The VP of Research and Projects shall convene a Research and Projects Committee (R&PC) with up to 
6 ISBS Board Members, he/she will chair. The R&PC will review the applications for the called grants 
and support the VP of Research and Projects in the general duties. 

Duties 

The VP of Research and Projects is responsible for the organisation, management and development of 
research and project incentives. Existing programs are currently 

• ISBS Student Mentor Program 
• ISBS Student Mini Research Grant 

 

Currently ISBS appoints the ISBS Student Mentor Program (SMP) and ISBS Student Mini Grant as 
research projects:   

ISBS STUDENT MENTOR PROGRAM (SMP) 

The first ISBS SMP was held in Melbourne, 2012 and since then has become a recurrent program within 
the annual conferences.  

The aim of the ISBS SMP is to provide a platform for ISBS Student Members to get in contact with well-
versed researchers and discuss their research, career or help with networking opportunities, as well as 
to minimize the gap between novices and experts. This program is available at the ISBS Conference for 
ISBS Student Members, who registered for the ISBS SMP before the Conference1.   

Design: Depending on the number of student registrations, one mentor will be matched with one or 
more students according to research interest. Two mentor sessions are scheduled: one breakfast 
session at the beginning of conference (if possible after the NIA presentations) and one lunch session 
at the end of conference, at which the mentor should meet with the student. 

 Mentors: The duty as mentor is to participate at the two sessions and discuss with the student 
research questions, conference topics, career goals, help the student with networking or other topics 
that seems to be in need to be discussed. The role as mentor is a voluntary assistance to the upcoming 
students. No other duty than being there for the two sessions comes with this program.  

                                                           
1 Process for SMP registration may differ for each conference, but will be publicly announced in advance 



 Students: Participation is for ISBS Student Members only. The mentees need to prepare for the 
meetings by summarizing their research, preparing questions to ask, and informing themselves about 
their mentor. 

The VP of Research and Projects works closely with the Conference host and is responsible for 

• Advertisement of the Program (March ISBS Newsletter, Conference homepage) 
• Administration of registrations 
• Recruiting suitable mentors and matching mentor-mentee pairs (between 1-4 students for a 

mentor) 
• Chair the ISBS SMP at the conference 
• Report experiences in November ISBS Newsletter 
• Work closely with the host to ensure: scheduling in the conference program, advertisement 

and description on the conference homepage, registration process, meeting room and 
catering (breakfast (paid by ISBS) lunch (paid by host)) 

 

 

ISBS STUDENT MINI GRANT 

The purpose of this funding opportunity is to provide final year undergraduate or graduate students 
with opportunities to undertake biomechanics research projects with established researchers in an 
environment that provides strong mentorship. In addition, this opportunity targets the early stage of 
the student's academic training to encourage the pursuit of research in biomechanics areas. 
Applications in one or more of the following research areas are encouraged: 
 

• Sports biomechanics • Instrumentation and methods of biomechanics 
research 

• Exercise biomechanics • Paediatric and gerontology exercise biomechanics 
• Sports engineering • Fundamental movement biomechanics 
• Biomechanics of sports and exercise in injury prevention and rehabilitation 

 
Call for Applications 
The VP of Research and Projects will place the call for ISBS Student Mini Grant at the October edition 
of the ISBS Newsletter and webpage and provide information on the application deadline and 
application process 
 
Application Guidelines 
Applications should include the following: 

• A summary of up to five pages (single space, Arial 12 font) which includes the research 
background, research purpose and hypotheses, study design, methods, timetable for the 
measurements, and budget as well as reference to key related literature, 
Allowable Costs 

o Participants compensations (transportation from home to testing venue) and snack 
food during testing 

o Dissemination of research results, poster printing, workshop, paper publication 
o Software for data processing 
o Consumables for data collection 



• A CV of the applicant: 2-3 pages in length, including contact information, education, award and 
honours and list of publications 

• One-page recommendation letter from the supervisor, who must be an ISBS member at the 
time of application. 

 
Eligibility 

• The applicant must provide documentary evidence, that he/she is enrolled in an 
undergraduate degree program or graduate program at a University at the time of application.  

• The applicant is supervised by an established researcher, who is a current ISBS member. 
• The supervisor of the applicant generally administers the fund. 

 
Grant Criteria 
Applications will be reviewed according to following evaluation criteria  

1. Fit of the research project to research objectives described above; 
2. Excellence and suitability of the research project and training environment; 
3. Suitability of the supervisor for the area of research. 

 
Grant Prize 
The total amount available for this funding opportunity is € 2000 for funding 2 awards each year. The 
maximum amount per award is €1000 for up to one year. 
 
Conditions of Funding 
The winners are expected to  

• Present their work at the upcoming ISBS conference*  
• Prepare an 1 page report for the ISBS Newsletter 1 year after receiving the grant    
• Acknowledge the grant if publishing a journal paper. 

 
*For support to attend the upcoming ISBS conference, winners can apply for the ISBS Travel Grant and will be given priority, 
assuming the submitted paper is of acceptable quality. 
 
Review Process 
The Research and Projects Committee will evaluate the applications. The top two proposals will be 
funded. Winners will be announced at the ISBS Conference closing ceremony and October Edition of 
the ISBS Newsletter.  
 
 

 


